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Abstract. Neutron-rich nuclei in the A∼100 mass region manifest drastic changes in some isotopic chains
and sudden variations of particular nuclear properties with increasing spin and excitation energy. Our recent
investigations represent an attempt to the self-consistent description of exotic phenomena in neutron-rich A∼100
nuclei within the complex Excited Vampir model using a realistic effective interaction in a large model space.
Triple shape coexistence and shape evolution in the N=58 Sr and Zr isotopes as well as Gamow-Teller β-decay
of 102,104Tc nuclei are discussed.

1 Introduction

The structure of neutron-rich nuclei in the A∼100 mass re-
gion relevant for the r-process as well as reactor decay heat
manifests drastic changes in some isotopic chains and of-
ten sudden variations of particular nuclear properties have
been identified.
Neutron-rich Sr and Zr nuclei indicate rapid transition
from spherical to deformed shape with a possible iden-
tification of the sudden onset of quadrupole deformation
increasing the neutron number from N = 58 to N = 60.
We investigated the structural changes and the evolution
of deformation with increasing spin aiming at a unitary
description of the lowest few 0+ states and the low, inter-
mediate, and high spins in 96Sr and 98Zr.
Of high interest in nuclear technology are the Gamow-
Teller β-decay properties of some neutron-rich A∼100 nu-
clei responsible for about 6%-8% of the reactor decay heat
during the operation and for essentially most of the energy
after shutdown. We studied the Gamow-Teller β-decay
strength distributions for 102,104Tc, two important contrib-
utors to the decay heat in the nuclear reactors.
The shape coexistence phenomena specific for the inves-
tigated nuclei are discussed in the frame of the complex
Excited Vampir (EXVAM) beyond-mean-field approach.
Coexistence phenomena characterizing the structure and
dynamics of proton-rich A∼70 nuclei have been succes-
fully explained within this variational model [1–4]. The
model uses Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB) vacua as ba-
sic building blocks and the underlying HFB transforma-
tions are essentially complex and do mix proton- with
neutron-states as well as states of different parity and an-
gular momentum. The broken symmetries (nucleon num-
bers, parity, total angular momentum) are restored by pro-
jection techniques and the resulting symmetry-projected
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configurations are used as test wave functions in chains
of successive variational calculations to determine the un-
derlying HFB transformations as well as the configura-
tion mixing. The rather large model space above the 40Ca
core is built out of 1p1/2, 1p3/2, 0 f5/2, 0 f7/2, 2s1/2, 1d3/2,
1d5/2, 0g7/2, 0g9/2, and 0h11/2 oscillator orbits for both pro-
tons and neutrons in the valence space. The correspond-
ing single-particle energies had been adjusted in complex
MONSTER (VAMPIR) calculations for odd-mass nuclei.
The effective two-body interaction is constructed from a
nuclear matter G-matrix based on the Bonn A potential
and the Coulomb interaction between the valence protons
is added [5, 6].

2 Triple shape coexistence and shape
evolution in 96Sr and 98Zr

We calculated the lowest positive parity states up to spin
20+ in 96Sr and 98Zr including in the Excited Vampir
many-nucleon bases up to 12 EXVAM configurations. The
final solutions for each spin have been obtained diagonal-
izing the residual interaction between the considered Ex-
cited Vampir configurations. For each nucleus the calcu-
lated states have been organized in bands based on the
B(E2;ΔI = 2) values connecting them. The theoretical
lowest bands of 96Sr and 98Zr are compared to the experi-
mental data [7–11] in figures 1 and 2, respectively. The
states building the po(p)-band in each nucleus are charac-
terized by strong prolate-oblate mixing at low spins and
variable prolate mixing at intermediate and high spins. At
intermediate and high spins prolate and oblate bands co-
exist in both nuclei. A particular situation is found for the
0+ states: the lowest projected EXVAM configuration is
spherical in both nuclei (the quadrupole deformation pa-
rameter amounts to β2 � 0.03). In 96Sr the second 0+

configuration is oblate deformed in the intrinsic system
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Table 1. Structure of wave functions for 0+ states.

96Sr 98Zr
I[�] sph prol obl sph prol obl

0+1 36% 20% 44% 12% 43% 45%
0+2 57% 18% 25% 84% 12% 4%
0+3 69% 31% 1% 57% 42%
0+4 4% 6% 90% 2% 10% 88%

(β2 = -0.32), the third one is prolate (β2 = 0.37) and all
three orthogonal configurations are situated in an energy
interval of 375 keV. In 98Zr the second configuration is
prolate (β2 = 0.37), the third is oblate (β2 = -0.30) and
the separation energy between the spherical one and the
third one is 323 keV. The structure of the lowest four 0+

states in terms of spherical, prolate, and oblate content is
presented in table 1. Support for the mixing of configura-
tions with different intrinsic deformations in the structure
of the wave functions for the 0+ states is offered by the
strong ρ2(E0) values found theoretically and experimen-
tally in both nuclei. The results concerning the oblate-
prolate mixing in the structure of the wave functions for
the lowest two 2+ and 4+ states is illustrated in table 2.
Recent experimental results give support to the theoreti-
cal oblate-prolate mixing: the spectroscopic quadrupole
moment of the 2+1 state in 96Sr is equal 0 [11] while the
calculated value is Qspec(2+1 ) = 9.5 e fm2 using the effec-
tive charges ep = 1.3 and en = 0.3. The experimental
B(E2) values for the transitions connecting the lowest 0+

and 2+ states in 96Sr support the idea of strong shape mix-
ing. The retardation of the 2+1 → 0+1 transition is induced
from the strength B(E2) = 340 (209) e2 fm4 deduced from
the measured lifetime of 7(4) ps [10]. Recently reported
experimental results indicate for this lifetime 4.1 ps [11]
in agreement with the EXVAM predictions for the corre-
sponding strength: B(E2; 2+1 → 0+1 )=795 e2 fm4 in 96Sr
and 1140 e2 fm4 in 98Zr. In agreement with the avail-
able data [8] the theoretical results indicate deformation
and significant fragmentation of the E2 strength decaying
a given state due to the high density of states obtained at
intermediate and high spins in both nuclei. The evolution
of the structural changes is correlated with the faster align-
ment of the neutrons in 0h11/2 with respect to the protons
in 0g9/2 within the po(p)-band while similar alignment is
manifested by the neutrons and protons occupying these
orbitals along the o-band in both nuclei. Consequently, the
g-factor values of the Iπ ≥ 8+ states along the po(p)-band
are smaller (� 0.24 in 96Sr and � 0.14 in 98Zr) than the
predicted values for the Iπ ≥ 10+ states along the o-band
(0.5 (0.44) in 96Sr (98Zr)).

3 Gamow-Teller β-decay of 102,104Tc

The Gamow-Teller (GT) β decay of neutron-rich A∼100
nuclei is not only relevant to nuclear structure, but is of
high interest in nuclear technology. The estimation and
control of the heat emitted by the decay of fission prod-
ucts requires certain still missing useful information, such
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Figure 1. Theoretical EXVAM spectrum of 96Sr compared to
experimental data [7–9].
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Figure 2. Theoretical EXVAM spectrum of 98Zr compared to
experimental data [7–9].

Table 2. The o-p mixing of lowest 2+ and 4+ states.

96Sr 98Zr
I[�] o-mixing p-mixing o-mixing p-mixing

2+1 58(5)% 34(2)% 31% 60(8)%
2+2 33(2)% 65% 63(1)% 36%
4+1 36(6)% 56(1)% 10% 83(7)%
4+2 52(5)% 43% 85(1)% 13(1)%

as a knowledge of the decay properties of specific nuclei
that contribute to the heating of the reactor during and af-
ter operation [12]. The precise and reliable description of
the lowest states of the parent nucleus and of the states in
the βwindow in the daughter nucleus necessary for a good
description of the Gamow-Teller β-decay properties is a
more difficult task for nuclei dominated by shape coexis-
tence and mixing. Our recent self-consistent investigation
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Table 3. The amount of mixing of the GT-contributing lowest
states of 102Ru.

0+-states 2+-states
oblate prolate oblate prolate

23% 74% 33% 66%
64% 33% 69% 29%
13% 85% 36% 61%
29% 70% 72% 26%
42% 55% 56% 42%
72% 26% 20% 78%
39% 60%
26% 73%
39% 59%

Table 4. The amount of mixing of the GT-contributing lowest
states of 104Ru.

2+-states 4+-states
oblate prolate oblate prolate

27% 72% 67% 32%
77% 20% 38% 61%
89% 9% 89% 8%
16% 82% 3% 96%
82% 16% 45% 53%
38% 61% 63% 37%
61% 38%
68% 30%
79% 19%

of the Gamow-Teller strength distributions, β-decay half-
lives, and β-delayed neutron emission probabilities for
104Zr and 106Zr nuclei within the complex Excited Vampir
model [13] indicated good agreement with the experimen-
tal data [14] . Recently have been published the first results
of the total absorption gamma spectrometer (TAGS) mea-
surements of nuclei that are important contributors to the
decay heat in nuclear reactors and the self-consistent de-
scription of their Gamow-Teller β decay properties [15].
In the frame of the complex Excited Vampir model we
investigated for the first time the Gamow-Teller strength
distributions and accumulated strengths for the β-decay of
102Tc to 102Ru and of 104Tc to 104Ru. We calculated the
lowest 1+ states in 102Tc, the lowest 3+ states in 104Tc,
and the positive-parity states up to spin 4+ in 102Ru and
104Ru. The obtained results indicate that the structure of
the wave function for the lowest 1+ state of 102Tc mani-
fest a strong mixing of differently deformed prolate and
oblate configurations in the intrinsic system. Altogether
the prolate components represent 53% of the total ampli-
tude and the oblate components make 47% in the structure
of the wave function while the wave function for the low-
est 3+ state of 104Tc is dominated (99%) by a single prolate
deformed configuration. The wave functions of the daugh-
ter states with significant Gamow-Teller strength manifest
significant oblate-prolate mixing as it is illustrated in ta-
ble 3 and table 4 for 102Ru and 104Ru, respectively.

Table 5. Spectroscopic quadrupole moments (in e fm2) of
GT-contributing low-lying states of 102Ru and 104Ru.

102Ru 104Ru
2+-states 2+-states 4+-states

-19.2 -28.0 34.3
23.7 42.0 -17.0
-14.7 54.4 71.1
30.1 -44.0 -82.9
3.9 50.1 -7.6

-36.7 -10.5 23.7
16.2
26.7
42.0
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Figure 3. The Gamow-Teller strength distribution for the de-
cay of 102Tc obtained within the complex Excited Vampir model
compared with TAGS results.
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Figure 4. The accumulated GT strength for the decay of 102Tc
obtained within the complex Excited Vampir model compared
with TAGS results.

The deformation of the main configurations in the struc-
ture of the wave functions is smaller in 102Ru where the
number of neutrons is the critical N= 58 [6] while in 104Ru
the larger deformation is determined by the neutron num-
ber N = 60. The corresponding spectroscopic quadrupole
moments are presented in table 5.
To imitate the finite experimental resolution in the presen-
tation of the data the theoretical results have been folded
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Figure 5. The GT strength distribution for the decay of 104Tc
obtained within the complex Excited Vampir model compared
with TAGS data.
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Figure 6. The accumulated GT strength for the decay of 104Tc
obtained within the complex Excited Vampir model compared
with TAGS results.

with Gaussian functions whose width was taken from the
experimental resolution of the TAGS. The folded theoret-
ical results are the displayed as histogram with 40 keV
bins.
The Gamow-Teller strength distribution for the decay of
the 1+ parent state in 102Tc to the calculated 0+ and 2+

daughter states in 102Ru is presented in figure 3 compared
with TAGS results. The GT strength for the decay to the 1+

states in 102Ru is negligible. The corresponding accumu-
lated Gamow-Teller strength is compared with the TAGS
results in figure 4. The Gamow-Teller strength distribu-
tion for the decay of the 3+ parent state in 104Tc to the cal-
culated 2+ and 4+ daughter states in 104Ru (the 3+ states
do not have a significant contribution) is compared with
TAGS results in figure 5 and the accumulated GT strength
in figure 6.
The strong Gamow-Teller β-decay branches indicate es-
sential contribution from the gπ9/2g

ν
7/2, dπ5/2d

ν
3/2, and

dπ5/2d
ν
5/2 matrix elements. Smaller contributions are ob-

tained from pπ1/2pν3/2 and pπ3/2pν1/2 matrix elements. In the
decay of 102Tc to 102Ru the gπ9/2g

ν
7/2 contribution is large

and the dπ5/2d
ν
3/2 is significant but smaller. From the matrix

elements dπ5/2d
ν
5/2, pπ1/2pν3/2, and pπ3/2pν1/2 appear cancella-

tions but they are significantly weaker. In the case of 104Tc
to 104Ru decay the same matrix elements are relevant, but
all of them are relatively small and the cancellations pro-
duce the final small strength for each Gamow-Teller con-
tributing state.
In summary, the complex Excited Vampir model describes
self-consistenty the multifaceted yrast structure of the N
= 58 Sr and Zr isotopes predicting triple shape coexis-
tence for the lowest 0+ states and coexistence of prolate
and oblate deformed bands at intermediate and high spins.
The Excited Vampir results indicate that the specific mix-
ing of prolate and oblate projected configurations in the
structure of the parent state as well as the daughter states
is responsible for the significant difference in the Gamow-
Teller β-decay properties of the 102Tc and 104Tc nuclei.
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